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Abstract 
Every day, billions of people exist in a vernacular geography very different from that captured by standard geographical techniques. Millions of us “go uptown for the evening” or “go down the shops on Saturday”, meaning particular geographical areas, but without a clear definition of where or what they are. We avoid “the dangerous end of town” late at night or park away from “high crime areas” without clear definitions of what these terms mean geographically, despite their links with our behaviour. 
Such vernacular geographical terms are a good thing: the use of metaphors like “the horrible area down by the station” allows us to communicate geographical references that often include information on associated environmental, socio-economic, and architectural data, and they place us in a connected socio-linguistic community with shared understandings and, less fortunately, prejudices. These vernacular geographical terms are not simply communicative - they often represent psychogeographical areas in which we constrain our activities, and convey to members of our socio-linguistic community that this constraint should be added to their shared knowledge and acted upon. This private and shared vernacular geography influences billions of people every day, and yet, because of its difficult and subjective nature, it is hard to tie directly to objective data so we can use it to make policy or scientific decisions.
This paper will outline the kinds of decision-making problems where such data would be useful, and the kinds of data that such vernacular geography includes. It will then review some recent work to capture and analyze such entities, before looking at some of the very real difficulties involved in its analysis, and some of the potentially rewarding pathways for further exploration.
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